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What We’ll Cover

Maximize “findability" in SharePoint

Contrast and Compare Methods
–Context

–What is the Advantage

–Show it working (if you are still here)



Thought for the Day

Search is an activity, and find is a result.

Which do you think the users prefer?



What are we talking about?

Delivering This

The business wants this The users tag like this Search returns this



What’s the problem?
• Users don’t tag

• If they don’t tag SharePoint is not as effective 
delivering content.

• Makes search unproductive.

• Per several research made “38% of work is 
searching for information”

38% is a big number if you calculate the cost of their 
time



How much i$ that?
Consider the possible savings of reducing time searching for 

enterprise content by just 30 minutes each week. Based on 1,000 
associates working a US average of 1,700 hours per year over 50 
weeks, you will have contributed the productive equivalent of 
nearly 15 additional employees.

To quantify that, let’s assume that the average loaded cost of an 
employee is $60,000 per annum. In dollar terms, you will have 
contributed the equivalent of more than $882,000 in the first 
year. If $35,000 is the average cost, then the contribution is more 
than $514,000, if $80,000, your contributed value is $1,176,000.



Easy Fix

The answer is…

Please see that your seat back and tray table are in their upright 
and locked position…



Keyword search is like a game show



How Its Been Done 
The Keyword 

Az Expert System szokásosan nagy hangsúlyt helyez a 
továbbképzésre, így munkatársai évente számos szakmai 
tanfolyamon vesznek részt. Az elmúlt években a csoport több 
tagja is részt vett több hónapos, egyesült államokbeli, angliai 
illetve németországi projekt munkákban, melyek során 
nemzetközi csoportban végeztek fejlesztői tevékenységet

Does it matter if it’s Hungarian? 
They’re still words Right?



How Its Been Done 
Shallow Linguistics

Words in text are recognized as either belonging to the 
dictionary, or not.

• Acknowledged words are associated to a basic headword and a 
grammatical type is assigned.

• Limited logical groupings can be made.

• Indexes contain headwords and defined keywords.

Or

If I have it listed, I can probably work with it.



These Technologies Force a 
Compromise 
“Four door fuel economy”

Precision (a measure of exactness)
Retrieving precise but limited results

(this meets your criteria everything else was excluded)

Recall (a measure of completeness)
Retrieving a large number of potentially
Relevant results but not very precise (here is everything I 
found, what you are looking is probably in here somewhere)



Limitations of a Technology Driven Approach

Technology does not understand the meaning of words.

Keyword Technology
or Statistics

Shallow Linguistic
Technology

• Breaks text into single words without
considering the context, like reading a 
language that you don’t understand:

• Az Expert System szokásosan nagy
hangsúlyt helyez a továbbképzésre, így

munkatársai évente számos szakmai
tanfolyamon vesznek részt.

Systems understand languages like java, C#, COBOL, basic, etc.  
Not English or Hungarian!

Recognizes words and identifies their most
basic forms (lemmas), but cannot

distinguish between different meanings.

Sell -> Selling -> Sold

Meaning = context, sentiment, and relevance.



The Word of the Day is Disambiguation

Morphological Analysis

Grammatical Analysis

Logical Analysis

Semantic Analysis

(disambiguation)

understand word forms

understand the parts of speech 

how words relate to other words

understand the context of words

dog, dog-catcher and doggy-bag are closely 
related

“There are 40 rows in the table” uses rows as 
a noun, vs. "She rows 5 times a week" uses 

rows as a verb.

"I used chicken broth for my soup stock" 
uses stock in the context of food, vs. "The 

company keeps lots of stock on hand" uses 
stock in the context of inventory.

Davey Jones, represented by attorney Daniel 
Stanley, is married to Rebecca Carter".  

Rebecca is married to Davey, not Daniel.



Semantic Analysis and Disambiguation

• For people, the meaning of a word is understood 
by its definition and the surrounding elements 
further refine the understanding of context (the 
way the word is used). 



Disambiguation The Game 



Contestant Number One

It’s Not Definition, It’s Context!

• Swimming in a school.
• Quick, What’s the meaning?

That’s a trick question Luca! 
The real question is what’s 
the context?



Why Is Meaning Important?
• Meaning in Context = High Quality Automated Content Tagging

• High Quality Automated Content Tagging = Accurate and Granular 
Automated Classification

• Accurate and Granular Automated Classification = Findable Content

• Findable Content = 



Not Easy to Understand, Not So Easy 
for a User to Tag

National saving rates and domestic investment rates. The correlation 
between the two, for countries representing four-fifths of world 
GDP, declined from a coefficient of around 0.96 in 1992, where it 
had hovered for a half-century, to an estimated low of 0.8 last year.1 
A number of factors have recently converged to lessen restraints on 
cross-border financial flows as well as on trade in goods and 
services.



You should not have to be a subject 
matter expert to find content

You should be able to find the subject matter 
expert from the content



Tagging Is More Than Frequency

• Tagging requires an understanding of  how the content 
relates to organization (node(s))

• Tagging also requires and understanding of associated 
relationships (taxonomy)

• Best practices =
– Consistent tagging optimized for taxonomy

Semantics can relieve the burden of tagging from the user, 
empower the administrator, and provide faceted content 
navigation as augmented search



What does semantics do for me 
<actions><act syn="#77495" lemma="need" phrase="2" kind="v. of state"><clause> 
This article <span class="s77495">needs</span> additional citations for <span 
class="s27590">verification</span></clause><l role="other" syn="#27590" 
lemma="verification" kind="cstm:Event"/></act><act syn="#69431" 
lemma="challenge" phrase="4" kind="v. of social interaction"><clause> <span 
class="v308411">Unsourced</span> material may be <span 
class="s69431">challenged</span> […] </clause><l role="obj" vsyn="#78448" 
syn="#v308411" lemma="Unsourced" kind="concept"/></act><act syn="#66737" 
lemma="remove" phrase="4" kind="v. of action"><clause> […]  and <span 
class="s66737">removed</span></clause><l role="obj" vsyn="#78448" 
syn="#v308411" lemma="Unsourced" kind="concept"/></act><act syn="#77408" 
lemma="be" phrase="22" kind="v. of state"><clause> <span 
class="v308413">SharePoint</span> <span class="s77408">is</span> a web 
application framework and platform […] </clause><l role="sbj" vsyn="#37940" 
syn="#v308413" lemma="Microsoft SharePoint" kind="organization"/></act>



I Thought We Were Talking About SharePoint



We’re Talking About Supercharging SharePoint with Semantics



That Concludes The Entertainment 
Portion of the Program 

• If you like

• You may ask any question I can answer

• See the semantic technology working live (No sales pitch) I 
promise

• And accept my thanks for participating!

And now a word from our sponsors



Thank you to all of our Sponsors!!



Join us for SharePint today!

Date & Time: Immediately after prizes

Location: Observatory Student Pub

Address: On Algonquin Campus

Parking: No need to move your car!*

Site: http://www.algonquinsa.com/ob.aspx

*Please drive responsibly! We are happy to call you a cab 

Remember to fill out your evaluation forms to win some great prizes!

&

http://www.algonquinsa.com/ob.aspx


Thank you

Luca Scagliarini
lscagliarini@expertsystem.com
@scagliarini
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